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KITUO promotes Peace Through Land
reforms and Devolution

K

ituo Cha Sheria (Kituo) in
collaboration with USAID promotes
peace through land reforms and
devolution in Mombasa, Kilifi, Kwale, Lamu
and Taita Taveta counties. The two year project
dubbed the Coast Conflict Intervention and
Action (CCIA) was officially launched on
Monday, March, 30, 2015 at the Flamingo
Beach Resort. The CCIA is a project geared
towards solving major conflict drivers which
were depicted through thorough land legal aid
clinics survey of the five counties in the Coastal
region conducted by Kituo in December 2014.
In her welcoming remarks, the Kituo
Mombasa region coordinator, Ms Annette
Mbogoh cited that the survey revealed that
most communities from various informal
settlements use letters of allotment since they
lack title deeds to do any land transactions and

the problem of double land allocation, leading
to double land ownership which then drives
great conflict among the community members.
There were also the aspect of irregularities
in the adjudication procedure and that many
people were not aware of who are involved in
the land adjudication and what the law says on
the same.
Ms Mbogoh urged members from the cited
counties to embrace the project that would
enlighten the marginalized communities in
understanding Devolution. “Devolution
can amicably solve several issues that have
mercilessly tortured our communities due to
lack of proper information,” reiterated Ms
Mbogoh.
The executive Director Gertrude Angote
assured over 200 community representatives
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who attended the launch of Kituo’s mission to protect the rights
of marginalized persons from any form of violation.
“The reasonable voice to Kituo is the voice of the people, our
essential mandate is to remain steadfast in supporting the people
by initiating their participation in any form of decision making
and involvement in development plans,” said Ms Angote. She
also added that Kituo through the survey unraveled the reality
that major conflict drivers in the Coastal region were land and
marginalization of Coastal communities. The notion of “Pwani
si Kenya” due to past historical injustices led to the belief of
marginalization. “I wish to ascertain that we want to use this
project to build your capacity, we will be extremely happy to

Kituo Cha Sheria as a Kenyan civil society Non Governmental
Organization that has always stood on the forefront for justice.
She restated that the CCIA project will provide an opportunity
for the county government and the people to very closely
work together. “When the government and the community
work together great things happen,” she said. In addition, she
mentioned the importance of embracing devolution which
provides an opportunity for people and government to work
together. “Devolution is designed to deepen democracy where
people are more proactive and productive towards enhancement
of socio-economic opportunities, enabling them to build
togetherness and one community through amicable lasting
solutions,” said Ms Azimi.
Naomi Baraza from Amnesty International highlighted the
need for the people to read, understand and internalize the
constitution and also make others who cannot be able to read
and write to understand it. She said that the USAID project
through Kituo will create a platform for collective bargaining
that would drive the people to challenge the status quo and
hence elect good leadership. “If the people are well organized,
they will have strong bargaining power and this will enable them
in solidarity to stand up and ensure their rights are protected,
minded, respected and fulfilled,” said Ms Baraza. She also
expounded the need for the people to be careful of the leaders
who apply divide and rule principle since when the people are
divided marginalization heightens and devolution which is a tool
that amplifies people voices will be threatened.

The Executive Director Ms Angote gives a gift to Ms Azimi

see the good people from Coast ready to represent themselves
through peaceful coexistence,” reiterated the Executive Director.
Anthony Mulekyo, the Kituo Cha Sheria Board of Directors
Chairman retorted Kituo’s move to involve the people even at
the grass-roots level. “This launch today is a move to take this
program to the grass-root level through involvement of the
County leaders and every citizen,” he said.

The function that was attended to by about 200 community
representatives and other leaders from the five counties ended
by unveiling of the curtain at around 2pm.
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In her speech, the Deputy Director, Democracy, Governance and
Conflict office USAID - Kenya, Ms Monica Azimi commended

In his key note address, the chief guest Hon. Hassan Omar
Hassan, the Senator Mombasa County thanked and assured
Kituo Cha Sheria and USAID of his full support for the project.
“Am sincerely happy today to once again be associated with
the advocators of human rights, I am also grateful to USAID
for using the term development partner rather than donor, this
simply means that this program encompasses everyone that
those with the thought, idea, stamina and the resources conjoin
together to achieve a common goal,” said Senator Hassan.
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Peter Ngaruiya (Standing 3rd left) with Kituo Legal Aid staff when he visited Kituo Head Office

P

eter Ndung’u Ngaruiya was facing a malicious case
of preparation to commit a felony:- stealing under
Section 308 (1) of the Penal Code and which if found guilty
carries a minimum sentence of 7 years and a maximum of
14 years imprisonment. The genesis of the matter is his
family land located at Naivasha bordering a land owned by
a wealthy proprietor with the shared border being a river
on which the neighbour decided to construct a water dam.
The water dam infrastructure together with the dam itself
occupied Peter’s family land but no consent or authority
was sought by the neighbour. The wealthy neighbour went
ahead to cut down trees from a man-made forest on Peter’s
family land and fenced off the said land including a chunk
of Peter’s family land. Consequently a dispute arose but
efforts to resolve the matter through mechanisms available
to the local administration through the Chief ’s office who
involved the Police failed as the neighbour made use of his
resources to influence the outcome.
All along, the neighbour was intimidating the family
through arbitrary arrests and detention of Peter on fictitious
complaints. At one time, Peter was arrested and charged at
a Naivasha Court for allegedly destroying the neighbour’s
fence. Although he put up a defence to the fact that the
land belonged to his family, the presiding magistrate heard
nothing of that and since he had no legal representation;
his defence was overruled and he was convicted and jailed
for six months. Later on in 2014 this case came up as
Engineer Criminal Case No. 171 of 2014 Republic v. Peter
Ndung’u Ngaruiya and which according to Peter was just a

set up whereof his close cousin was given Kshs 20,000/=
to visit his home with a hammer and lure him into a trap
and have him arrested and the hammer was to be used as
an exhibit to show he was preparing to destroy and steal the
neighbour’s chain link fence.
When Peter visited Kituo Cha Sheria offices, Simon
Kimondolo took up the matter and instituted a land
case at Nakuru-ELC Case No. 199 of 2014 still pending
hearing. Counsel also had to intervene in the criminal case
having seen the injustice being perpetrated by the wealthy
neighbour against Peter and his family who would be
considered poor with the sole intention of intimidating
them to give up the land case.
After a long process with the case from July 2014, the
Judgment was delivered on 31st March 2015 whereof Peter
Ndung’u Ngaruiya, our client, was acquitted of the offense
under Section 215 of the Criminal Procedure Code.
Kituo will pursue the land case with the hope that justice
will be done and seen to be done and help resolve the long
running dispute as well as restore this family’s dignity.
We Care for Justice
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KITUO ENLIGHTENS COASTAL WOMEN ON DEVOLUTION

evolution seeks to address the endemic problem of
marginalization and regional imbalances in perennially
neglected areas through a commitment of a significant
percentage of resources and granting of decision making
powers to citizens.
Kituo Cha Sheria (Kituo) Mombasa branch through a project
dubbed Coast Conflict Intervention and Action supported by
USAID conducted 4 days women enlightenment on devolution
that targeted women from various regions of Mombasa and
Kwale Counties. Over 120 women were enlightened on the
key aspects of devolved government through their friendly
gatherings during the merry go rounds (microfinance women
groups) with each group encompassing 20 women. The
women at their group levels were able to freely participate and
share their experiences on devolution.

The objectives of the merry go rounds meeting were to
empower the women with knowledge on devolution through
civic education, to demystify conflicting ideologies and myths
on devolution and to enhance the capacity of women to
actively participate and influence community development
projects at the county level.
Through interactive and open discussions, the facilitation
emphasized on understanding the definition of devolution,
the structure of the county government, functions of the
County and National government, and participation avenues
for women.
The names of the women groups yielded great messages. From
Kwale County the women groups were“Lengo” meaning
– Aim, Busarika -To gain wisdom, Mama Bora – the Better
Woman where as Mombasa County had Mapambano meaning
– The struggle, Mashauri –consultations, Mwanzo Mgumu –
tough beginning, MV-Mabadiliko a ship with changes.
The move towards women enlightenment started at Kinondo
and Tiwi Ward in Kwale County on March, 25, Junda and
Mjambere Wards in Mombasa County on March, 26, Ramisi
Ward of Kwale County on March, 27 and Kongowea Ward
Mombasa County.

Ms Anastasia Nabukenya of Kituo addresses a section of the women in Tiwi ward Kwale County
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From the informal discussions, it emerged that their
understanding of devolved governance was a challenge
with about 40% of the women able to define devolution
correctly; outline the functions of the devolved governance
and roles of the leaders. It was noted with concern that there
was low women’s participation in the County governments’
development agendas, plans, budgets and governance a matter
that elicited a state of gross marginalization. The community
beliefs system also entrenches gender biasness in the control
of resources, right to information and freedom to air views.
Women often hold general positions, rather than the influential
ones that are decision making and the ones who take part
in participatory engagements by the County governments

such as development of plans and budgeting have no or
inadequate information on the discussions. This leads to the
rubberstamping of the deliberations and being used as “flower
girls” to give pomp to the events.
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SUCCESS STORY OF LESAYON SIGOR

No work is insignificant. All labor that uplifts humanity
has dignity and importance and should be undertaken with
painstaking excellence” by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
It is imperative to understand and know your labour rights; this
can be found from the Kituo Cha Sheria’s (Kituo) Publication
titled the Kenyan Worker and the Law, an information booklet
on Labour Law. The Employment Act, 2007 clearly stipulates
the terms and condition of engagement between the employer
and employee Sections 8, 9 and 10 of the Act talks about the
contract of service whether written or oral.
The encounter by Kituo’s paralegal officer, Mr Stanslaus
Alusiola clearly shows how employers exploit their employees
especially the poor and marginalized who may be ignorant of
their rights. If it were not for Kituo’s Kibera Community Justice
Centre the ignorant Lesayon Saigor who did not even know the
name of his employer could have had nothing to smile about,
his story should act as a bridge to fight against impunity and
injustices encountered in the employment sector.
Lesayon Saigor was employed as a guard in Autodrome Services
Limited in Westlands since October 2013. He remained diligent
to his work oblivious of what awaits him. He encountered his
mayhem on 5th of March, 2015 at around 11.00pm in the night
when he was dismissed without any notice. The company had
not paid him some of his dues for the service and sacrifice
he had made to them. He was not very familiar with the steps
to undertake to mitigate this situation. He pleaded with the
company to pay him his dues but the company could hear
none of his pleas. He sought to seek legal assistance from
Kituo’s Kibera Community Justice Centre where he met the
Coordinator, Mr. Stanslaus Alusiola on March 11, 2015. With

vast experience in Paralegalism, the Coordinator deemed
the matter a gross violation of the employee’s right by the
employer. He immediately resorted to taking action in ensuring
justice is done. He decided to write to Saigor’s boss to seek
clarification on the matter and assist his new client, Saigor. The
former employer never responded to the letter. Mr Alusiola
therefore decided to visit the company with a Demand letter
citing legal aspects on the labour law to prove violation of Mr.
Saigor’s labour rights. Kituo through its able advocates were
ready to move to Court to file suit if the demand did not bear
fruit. However, the company manager accepted to settle the
matter out of Court and agreed to pay Saigor all his dues with
immediate effect.
Later on, the Community Justice Coordinator received a phone
call from the Autodrome Services Limited Company claiming
that they have to do some deductions of which the management
did not explain. A matter that the Coordinator strongly refuted
due to the fact that the guard was arrogantly dismissed at night
endangering his life, was not given any notice and received not
his final dues. He opted to pursue the matter and ensure justice
is done.
Accepting defeat, the company through the manager, Mr. Alex
Karanja pleaded to settle the matter without involving Court
and accepted to pay all the dues without any deductions to the
employee by 9th of April 2015.
Lesayon Saigor was all the smiles and thanked Kituo Cha Sheria
and more so Kibera Community Justice Center Coordinator,
Mr Stanslaus Alusiola for the relentless effort in ensuring he is
accorded his dues.
“I am happy today, I can use this money to stabilize myself as I seek for a
job elsewhere, thank you Kituo Cha Sheria,” he acclaimed!

R-L Mr. Alex Karanja from Autodrome Services Limited, Mr Stanslaus Alusiola - Kibera Community Justice
Centre Coordinator, Lesayon Saigor, and Jairo Sila - Kituo Cha Sheria
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Kituo Bridges the gap through Coast Land Non-State Actors(CLNSA)

C

oast Conflict Intervention and Action (CCIA) is a project
implemented by Kituo cha Sheria with support from
USAID. The project is targeting general population living in
Mombasa, Kwale, Taita-Taveta, Kilifi and Lamu Counties. It
aims to promote peaceful coexistence among communities on
the Coast through reforms in the land sector and devolution
by facilitating peaceful resolution of land related conflicts
through mediation, advocacy and litigation, promoting access
to secure land tenure by communities at the Coast, empowering
and assisting communities with historical land injustices present
the same before the National Land Commission while creating
linkages with the TJRC recommendations and lobbying for
the enactment of progressive legislation and guidelines around
community land and evictions and resettlement that will
guarantee effective resolution of historical injustices.
Kituo cha Sheria has been actively involved in addressing the
land issues of the poor and marginalized in the region in line
with one of its core areas. Her previous attempts on strategic
avenues of addressing the land concerns include: organizing
for public forums with a focus on land adjudication procedures
and complaint mechanisms; land reforms; local institutions
of addressing land concerns; Alternative Dispute Resolution
mechanisms and strategic litigation on land cases seeking to
bring together different likeminded organizations.
On 9 - 10 March 2015, Kituo held a meeting/training of the
Coast Land Non-State Actors (CLNSA) an umbrella body
bringing together various civil society organizations (CSOs)
working around land reform. The CLNSA meeting which took
place at Titanic Hotel, Kilifi County was the first meeting of the
second quarter of the CCIA project implementation.

A consultant enlightened the CLNSA members on general
introduction of land issues in Kenya since pre-independence.
He gave a broad overview of land injustices in Kenya,
informing participants of the demographic movements that led
to land loss and acquisition by communities in the past. This
was followed by a general overview of the land laws enacted
after the promulgation of the Constitution of Kenya 2010.
Guided by the consultant, the participants were able to make
comments and or corrections in the Bill the network had
drafted which is due to be presented to the National Assembly
for debate and final enactment into law.
The meeting which ended on March,10, 2015 cited visible
successes so far attained by the CLNSA network which included
increased community awareness on land reforms, policy and
media advocacy, increased engagement with relevant institutions
such as the National Land Commission, Presentation of
position papers/memoranda/petitions and heightened forums
that build the capacities of members on land issues.
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22 representatives from different organizations attended
the forum which started with deliberations on quarterly plan
for the period March – May 2015 and the process by which

organizations could become members of the network where the
members resolved that any organization can begin the process
by sending a profile and letter of application to the secretariat
of CLNSA via email. Some of the proposed activities for the
period were agreed as; awareness creation on Community Land
Bill and the investigation and adjudication of Historical Land
Injustices Bill 2015, Conducting audit of titles of Mwakirunge
scheme II; led by Action Aid International – Kenya, Capacity
building on alternative dispute resolution mechanisms (ADR)
led by Ilishe Trust, County budgetary allocation towards land
reforms and secure of tenure to be led by Kituo cha Sheria
and Haki Yetu and finally completion of the e-newsletter led
by Ujamaa Centre.
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KOROGOCHO COMMUNITY JUSTICE CENTRE RESCUES AN 80 YEAR
OLD RAPE VICTIM
KITUO CHA SHERIA
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By not coming forward (about rape), you make
yourself a victim forever” Kelly McGillis.
KOROGOCHO COMMUNITY JUSTICE CENTER
Sometimes though it sounds vulgar and inhuman
Bringing Legal Empowerment closer to the People
I agree to some extent to what Billy Graham says
“I think when a person has been found guilty of
KITUO CHA SHERIA
rape he should be castrated. That would stop him
The Centre for Legal Empowerment
pretty quick.”
Korogocho slum is one of the largest slums in
Kenya. It is situated to the east of Nairobi, Kenya and has a population of approximately 150,000 people. It consists of
different ethnic tribes of the Kenyan population. People leaving in this slum are living in abject poverty and depend on either
hawking merchandise collected from the Dandora dumpsite or small scale farming from the small spaces they call gardens.
One such less privileged person is a woman of 80 years who lives alone in the slums. One day she woke up in the morning and
on her way to the garden, she met a bare chested man who seemed not more than 25 years old carrying a panga. As she drew
nearer, the man stretched his hand to greet her and she sensed that he had some ill motives towards her so she ignored him. Just
when she was about to pass, the young man got hold of her from the back and dragged her to the ground and into a thicket; and
hastily took a piece of cloth forced it into her mouth so that she could not scream out loud for any help. The ruthless, merciless
went ahead and raped her until she became unconscious and left her lying there. Several hours later, she regained consciousness
only to find herself alone, lying on the ground, bleeding and in pain. In shock, she said to herself; “how am I going to crawl back
to my lonely house and try to erase all that has happened to me today and act as if nothing has happened, what have I done to
deserve all this at my age? I FEEL AS IF NOTHING IS LEFT I WOULD RATHER DIE TODAY”.
She slowly staggered to the nearby main road where passersby saw her; and she narrated the whole ordeal to them. One of them
contacted Kituo Cha Sheria’s KOROGOCHO Community Justice Center.
The Justice Center volunteer staff rushed to where she had been raped as they had been directed by the caller, they then offered
counselling services to her before they took her to Ngomongo Police Post where she recorded a statement, the police called for
a rescue team from a volunteer organization that rushed her to hospital for post-rape care and treatment.
After two days the perpetrator was arrested and charged in court with Rape contrary to Section 3 of the Sexual Offences Act.
He was convicted and is currently serving 15 years imprisonment.
The old woman is however back at her home in Korogocho in a 10*10 room. The Justice Center paralegals normally visit her
for counseling services.

REFUGEE RIGHTS UPHELD IN SECURITY AMENDMENT ACT JUDGEMENT

T

he High Court of Kenya delivered a judgment on the Security
Laws that had been passed in parliament but challenged. Kituo
Cha Sheria(Kituo) became an interested party in the suit after the
Refugee Act, was radically amended. Refugee rights is a key mandate
area for Kituo.
The Court held that Section 48 of the Security Laws (Amendment) Act
(which had introduced section 16A to the Refugee Act) that dealt with
limiting the number of refugees in Kenya. The Judges held that this
violated the principle of non refoulement that is established under the
1951 convention that Kenya is a party to. Generally, the judgment held
that limiting the number of refugees was unconstitutional. However
the judgment upheld part of the Act which limited the movements
of refugees. This would therefore mean that for refugees to leave the
designated areas where they live, they would be required to have a
permission slip from a refugee camp officer.
Their other reason for not allowing the limit was because that from other state practice other states had not set a
limit for the number of refugees. Secondly the state had failed to demonstrate how they would deal with the extra
number of refugees who were not in the 150,000 caption. The State also did not expressly give the criteria for
selecting the 150,000 refugees.
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DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS AND ADVOCACY, NAMATI VISITS KITUO CHA SHERIA

K

ituo Cha Sheria is a member of The Network
Guidance Committee which is composed of
accomplished legal empowerment practitioners from
around the world. The Committee advises Namati on the
form, direction, activities, and priorities of the global legal
empowerment network.
http://namati.org/people/category/network-guidancecommittee/
On Friday 6, February 2015, Paul McCann, Director of
Communications and Advocacy, NAMATI, Innovations
in legal empowerment, visited Kituo cha Sheria,
Legal Advice Centre. He was received by the KCS
Executive Director, Ms Gertrude Angote and the KCS
Advocacy Governance Community Partnership(AGCP),
Coordinator, Ms. Aimee Ongeso.
The motive behind his visit was to interview paralegals
and clients to get their real stories and the challenges they
face at the Community Justice Centers. “My main aim of
the visit is to meet real people to tell their real legal life
encounters stories,” said McCann.

McCann also managed to interview about 8 clients whom
he found on ground and who were able to tell their stories
and their encounter with Kituo Cha Sheria.
He was accompanied by Mr. Marcelino Waithaka, AGCP
Program officer to the Community Justice Centers
where they were received by the respective Justice Center
Coordinators.
Namati is an international organization that tests the
potential of legal empowerment through innovative
interventions and research. Through their work, they
seek a better understanding of the impacts of legal
empowerment and the most effective mechanisms for
achieving them. It addresses issues of pressing global
significance, including: community land protection,
increased access to justice, environmental justice, and
accountability of essential services.
“Real People, Real stories, Real life situations”
We care for Justice.

Paul McCann, Director of Communications and Advocacy, NAMATI, Kituo staff and
paralegals when he visited Korogocho Community Justice centre
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He visited Kamukunji and Korogocho Community Justice
Centers where he met various paralegals and clients.
The paralegals shared their stories as to why they were
motivated to volunteer as the paralegals to provide legal
advice to the clients who visit the Community Justice

Centers almost on daily basis with different issues.
They affirmed that they have undergone various proper
trainings from Kituo Cha Sheria that enable them to do
the work and where they cannot handle appropriately they
normally refer them to the Legal Aid main office, where
KCS lawyers are based.

KITUO CHA SHERIA
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REPRIEVE FOR KITUI BISINESS COMMUNITY AS COURT SUSPENDS IMPLEMENTATION OF KITUI
COUNTY FINANCE ACT
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T

he petition filed by Kituo Cha Sheria led by Dr. John
Khaminwa on 25th March, 2015 on behalf of the
Kitui County business community at the High Court
of Kenya Machakos- Constitutional and Human Rights
Division was heard on Friday, 27th March, 2015 before
Lady Justice Beatrice Thuranira Jaden and temporary
orders issued.
The court ordered that the Kitui Business Community
continue paying taxes as per the old rates regime they
were using before the exorbitant ones stipulated in the
Kitui Finance Act No. 5 of 2014 assented into law on
December, 5, 2014 became a threat to their business.
Kituo cha Sheria lawyer, Mr. Simon Nzioka Kimondolo
refuted allegations made by the Kitui County
Government’s counsel Mr. Japheth Mwalimu that most of
the Kitui County traders have paid the taxes as stipulated
and it happened without any harassment.
“ My honorable lady, it is unfortunate that my learned
friend is misleading this Court, what he is talking about is
the old rates that members were more than willing to pay”
said Mr. Kimondolo.
This was also backed up by the crowd of Kitui traders
who made a strident NO to the allegations.
Dr. John Khaminwa pleaded with the court to grant prayer

number five which stated that pending the hearing and
determination of the Application; the Honorable Court
grant a temporary injunction against the Kitui County
Government, its servants, agents, and or such persons
barring them from harassing, oppressing, mistreating,
punishing, assaulting, subjecting petitioners (the Kitui
County traders) to violence or in any other way interfering
with the normal business operations of the traders within
Kitui County.
The Honorable Judge, Lady Justice Beatrice Thuranira
Jaden granted a temporary order that the residents
continue paying the rates they were paying before. This is
a clear indication of temporary suspension of the Kitui
Finance Act No. 5 of 2014, which was an imminent threat
to the immediate welfare of Kitui County traders.
The Judge directed that the mention of the case be slated
for 21st May, 2015 at 11.30am, after the Kitui County
Government has filed all the relevant documents and
evidence as requested. All the evidence shall have been
perused by Kituo Cha Sheria lawyers who represent the
Kitui County business community.
Speaking to the traders outside the Machakos Court after
the court’s directive, Dr. Khaminwa urged the traders to
remain in solidarity and go on with normal operations of
their businesses.

Kitui Business Community celebrate with Dr. John Khaminwa outside the High Court after the ruling
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KITUO DYMISTIFIES DEVOLUTION THROUGH QUESTION AND ANSWER

Raphael Mwatela, Kituo staff during the question and answer activity
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Only about 20% of respondents mostly from Kwale County
indicated having participated in giving out their views on county
matters. Respondents from Mombasa County indicated they
had never been invited or given their views on development
plans, bills and the budget process. However, the participants
blamed ignorance, arrogance, and poor communication by the
county governments. Kituo explained all the avenues of public
participation as outlined in the constitution and the role of the
people in the entire process
The two Questions and Answer ferries had six sessions with
over 3,000 beneficiaries yielded the need for more citizen
involvement on county matters and enactment of policies that
will assist in ensuring the citizens are involved in the process of
county governance. Capacity building of the Members of County
Assemblies to effectively perform their oversight role was also
recommended.

we care for justice

The five guiding questions focused on, understanding of
devolution, the organs of County government and their roles
and the services they have experienced in the County as a result
of the transfer of functions from the National government;
whether the participants have ever participated in giving of views
to their County government and if so to briefly describe the
experience; the participants to describe the success of the County
government (if any) in the development agenda; the participants
view on the challenges faced by the devolved governance so far
and any recommendations the participants could suggest on how
best to deal with the challenges they have mentioned.
Due to diversified reactions on the five lead questions where only
about 40% had some awareness on what devolution is all about
and much more myths than reality on development and structure,

Kituo Cha Sheria took time to shed light on these myths and
put the record straight on the roles of the county and national
government.

LEGAL ADVICE CENTRE

ituo Cha Sheria through the support of USAID under the
Coast Conflict Intervention and Action, CCIA Project
conducted 2 Question and Answers on February, 5, 2015 and
February, 13, 2015.
The “Question and Answers Ferries” activity whose findings were
to be utilised to initiate further discussions on devolution in other
forums was carried out within the public ferry transport crossing
at Likoni, Mombasa.
Assisted by Kituo staff, two facilitators who had earlier been
trained by Kituo held a quick discussion caucus in the waiting area
of the ferry, guided by 5 questions within a span of 25 minutes to
gauge commuters knowledge on Devolution.

KITUO CHA SHERIA
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KITUO CHA SHERIA EMPOWERS COHESION CHAMPIONS
KITUO CHA SHERIA
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T

here is no greater force for change than people
inspired to live a better life. Over 30 cohesion
champions/peace agents selected from a variety of
informal settlements in Nairobi were intensively trained
by Kituo Cha Sheria at the Mash Park Hotel for 5 days.
They came from Mathare, Korogocho, Mukuru, Kangemi,
Kiambiu, Kibera, Eastleigh, Majengo and Dandora.
The training which was purposed to enable Cohesion
champions/peace agents from different informal
settlements gain basic understanding of legal matters
that vastly touches on Land laws and how to handle basic
criminal matters was full of life. The trainees affirmed that
the training was well planned and would be of massive
impact on their work as peace champions.
Speaking during the official opening of the training the
Advocacy Governance and Community partnerships
(AGCP) Program officer, Mr. Waithaka Marcelino who
coordinated the training process urged the trainees to seize
the rare opportunity to ascertain their worth since they
were selected competitively from the various settlements.
The training which commenced on Monday, 9, February
addressed areas of interest aimed at strengthening the
capacities of the cohesion champions in addressing
injustices and promoting respect for human rights and
providing a practical learning environment through the
Kituo cha Sheria community justice centers for the trained
cohesion champions.

The training was attended by 5 Representatives from
Mathare, 4 from Korogocho, 2 from Mukuru, 2 from
Kangemi, 5 from Kiambiu, 5 from Kibera, 4 from
Eistleigh, 2 from Majengo and 3 from Dandora.
The topics covered were: Introduction to Human Rights,
Bill of Rights articles 49-51 of the Kenyan Constitution,
Paralegalism; Role of a paralegal, Land Laws, National
Land Commission (NLC) and its mandate, Introduction to
Civil Law, Title Deeds, Law of Succession and inheritance,
Land Registration Act and Environment and Land Court
Act). Housing and Eviction Rights(landlord-tenant
relationships), Labour Laws and Relations(Employment
Act, Work Benefit Injury Act), Self-Representation in
Criminal Matters, Introduction to Evidence, Alternative
Dispute Resolution, ADR, Writing of demand letters –
documenting and writing and referral forms. Finally there
was a Question and Answers session on Court Procedures.
The topics were facilitated by Agnes Kazungu from
National Land Commission and Kituo Cha Sheria staff;
Ashioya Biko, Faith Ochieng, Waithaka Marcelino, Brenda
Dora,Paul Elkington, Dinah Tambo, Barbara Aromo and
Jordom Mwebi.

Waithaka Mercelino, Program Officer trains cohesion champions at Mash Park hotel, Nairobi
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KITUO PARTICIPATES IN EMPOWERING INMATES

K

ituo Cha Sheria on Friday, February, 27, 2015 conducted
legal aid to various inmates during the Milimani Court
Users Open Day at the G.K Prison Industrial Area Remand and
Allocation home.
The open day that was organized by the Milimani Court Users
Committee (MCUC) was themed “Demystifying the Criminal Trial
Process and Procedures”.
The aim of the forum was to have the remand prisoners interact
with various stakeholders in the Criminal Justice chain, especially
the Judges, Magistrates and Prosecutors with the purpose of
explaining to them the criminal trial process and enhance access
to Justice.
The remand prisoners through their representatives highlighted
major concerns which included corruption by the investigation
officers who sometimes ask for money to facilitate the same,
too many adjournments due to lack of police files and police
officers unable to provide witnesses, the need to understand the
bond setting procedure. The inmates also pleaded the need to
ensure the suspects are provided with lawyers so as to ease their
understanding of the litigation process.

The probation Case Committee representative urged those
concerned with the legal process to ensure all the inmates are
prepared psychologically and their issues addressed amicably
before they are released to the society so as to avoid any form of
stigmatization by the community.
Madam Wanini Kireri, the Head of Kenya Prisons said that the
prison’s department is committed to empowering inmates and
ensuring criminal justice through proper sensitization about their
basic rights. “Prison is committed in playing key role in offering
relevant correctional programmes that will ensure they become
productive and self reliant members of the society and this we
exploit through justice,” said Madam Kireri.
Hon. Justice Fred Ochieng’, the President of the Kenya Magistrates
and Judges Association in his keynote address reassured the
inmates of the Judiciary’s commitment to exercise justice. He
urged the law societies to represent the inmates with their full
heart without any unnecessary demands. “Perform your duty like
you are paid millions of shilling and do it without complain just
for the sake of these people who largely depend on us for their
justice attainment,” said Hon. Justice Ochieng.
Kituo Cha Sheria was represented by the Legal team of Brenda
Dora, Glenn Ong’uti Mangare, Paul Elkington and Kimani
Rucuiya who offered legal aid to various inmates depending on
their Cases.

Kituo Legal Team respond to issues from the inmates inside the prison facility
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“We urge the police officers to enforce the law in the right way,
they should remember that justice should be our shield and
defender not opportunity to harass and arrest people without
proper reason,” said one of the remand prisoners representative.
In her speech, Lady Justice Pauline Nyamweya, the chairperson of
the Milimani CUC, urged all those who advocate for Justice to do
it diligently and give citizens first priority. “This forum comprises
of all those who advocate for Justice, I want to urge them to

ensure they consider citizens very important and enlighten them
accordingly,” said Lady Justice Nyamweya.
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KITUO STRENGTHENS THE BID TO PROTECT REFUGEE RIGHTS

ituo Cha Sheria, Mombasa regional office trained
members of the Coastal Urban Refugee Protection
Network (CURPN) at the Bliss Hotel.
The two day training was aimed at strengthening protection of
refugees and asylum seekers in urban areas by capacity building
stakeholders and strengthening linkages to institutionalize
the CURPN. They focused on emerging issues of refugee
protection and rights and more specifically on the gaps within
the Coast region that require redress.
The training that commenced on January,21, 2015 had various
topics such as; Introduction to Human Rights, Refugee Rights,
Historical Background of Refugee Law, Refugee Status
Determination (RSD), Functions of the Department of
Refugee Affairs(DRA), Encampment Policies and Movement
of Refugees/ Urban Refugees – who they are, Protection of
the Refugee as depicted in the Security Amendment Act 2014
which was presented, Current Status of Refugees and their
Registration, Refugee Documents and Authentication and
Durable solutions and Cessation of Refugee Status.
The topics were facilitated by Eva Kahiti – Volunteer
Advocate, Kituo Cha Sheria, Khamisi Mwangemi and Clara
Juma both from DRA and Kipkoech Sang from Immigration
Department.
Partners who attended were; The National Police Service,
Office of the Department of Public Prosecutions, The
County commissioner’s office, FIDA, CLEAR, National Legal
Aid Project (NALEAP), National Hospital Insurance Fund
(NHIF), Coast Women in Development(CWID), Gender
Based Violence Recovery Centre (GBRC), The Chief ’s

representative – Old Town, a Village elder – Old Town, Haki
Yetu, The Immigration Department, Department of Refugee
Affairs, Miller and Co Advocates, Chief ’s Representative Bamburi, Village Elder - Bamburi, Refugee Leader Somali
Bantu Refugees, Refugee Leader Somali Barawa Refugees,
Refugee Leader Congolese Refugees, Refugee Leader
Ethiopian Refugees.
The training ended with a Consultative Forum for the
stakeholders on January 23, 2015 which provided an opportunity
for partners to share their organisational profiles and more
specifically the services offered to refugees. There was also a
discussion on the background of the Julia Taft Grant which
is the donor, it delved particularly on the activities that were
to be undertaken during the span of the Grant and what was
required by the same in implementation of the grant to enable
us work as a team to ensure that the network is strengthened
and more specifically refugee protection is enhanced through
the lifespan of the grant and even after. The way forward was
deliberated on the subsequent upcoming activities which were
unanimously agreed upon by the organizations pegged on the
previous comprehensive 2 day training.
Members however, suggested the necessity of other
organizations such as National Registration Bureau, Kenyan
National Commission on Human Rights(KNCHR), Probation
Office, Red Cross, Judiciary, Childrens Department, Prisons
Department and Religious Leaders joining the network.
The Childrens department was invited but could not attend
because of understaffing. The next meeting is scheduled for
April 2015.

Serah Esendi of Kituo and Fridah Mauwa of Department of Refugee hand over a certificate to a participant
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KITUO UNRAVELS MAJOR CONFLICT DRIVERS ALONG THE COASTAL REGION

Unlawful and unprocedural land adjudication initiatives also emerged as a
major conflict driver where it was noted with concern that the government
failed to follow the adjudication laws in the conduct of the

14

Incompatibility between formal and informal land tenure systems arose
as another major conflict driver whereby indigenous communities
expressed that they used to own, manage and use land
communally as within the traditional land tenure systems.
Individual ownership endeared by title deeds was a clash to the
cultural and moral belief and practices.
The dimension of ethnic identities is also a conflict driver as indigenous
communities of the areas view other ethnic groups as the
‘outsiders’ which fuels for potential animosity concerning who
has the right of land ownership in the region.
Political victimization and intimidation. The people from the
community who are keen on advocating for their rights have
been under victimization by the powerful persons. This has
created growing fear in advocating for land rights by the
communities as it is very emotive.

we care for justice

To begin with, historical land injustices which included the ownership
of large chunks of land by absentee landlords, contemporary
squatters, frequent violent land evictions and displacements;
the result of the injustices is the growing population of landless
indigenous inhabitants which leads to aggrieved communities
seeking redress sometimes through violent means such as
the outlawed Mombasa Republican Council (MRC) group
emerged as a major conflict driver.

There was also irregular/illegal allocation and misappropriation which
was associated with the abuse of office leading to the failure of
the administration in following proper adjudication procedures
as is mandated, speculation that leads to invasion of high value
land by land brokers and wealthy individuals.

LEGAL ADVICE CENTRE

Through interactions with various communities, Kituo
managed to unearth various conflict drivers that were depicted
to cut across the five counties in the coastal region.

demarcation process. This led to skewed distribution of plots
whereby indigenous communities are not prioritized, double
allocation of plots and lengthy dispute resolution processes
involving the administrative adjudication committees.
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Photo caption

ituo cha Sheria (Kituo) conducted conflict mapping
exercise through land legal clinics in Kilifi, Kwale,
Mombasa, Lamu and Taita-Taveta counties. The exercise
that took place in the month of December 2014 benefited a
total of 300 clients. The conflict mapping exercise was geared
towards establishment of a baseline and document impending
and ongoing land conflicts, the actors and stakeholders
involved and the current interventions undertaken as well as
the development of an action plan to effectively implement
the Coastal Conflict Intervention and Action project funded
by the USAID.
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Other conflict drivers included; displacement of people due to insecurity,
competing land claims between development projects/investor companies
and communities, lack of information on land rights and reforms, abuse
of public office and lack of political goodwill has seen most of the
local administrators and political leaders not being keen on
addressing the land issues as most are implicated in the land
scams, professional squatters ie people who are conflict drivers
as they form cartels through which they obtain parcels from
the government only to sell them to other parties, creating an
endless cycle of claims by people purporting to be landless,
fewer women being allocated land in settlement schemes, delayed issuance
of certificates of title, dormant community Organization’s committees to
represent the people’s interest and finally the reaction to the section in the
Land Act of 2012 barring any beneficiaries of settlement schemes to
dispose, transfer and or sell the allocated parcels of land except through
succession.
Kituo therefore intends to conduct dialogues between the
government and the beneficiaries in the settlement schemes in
the target counties to address the citizens concerns of lack of

political will and abuse of power by government officials and
also allay the fears that they would be victims of corruption
and fraud once demarcation begins. Kituo also advised the
affected communities to make a list of all beneficiaries in
different categories to boost Kituo’s commitment in carrying
out vigorous follow up with the relevant land officials on the
cases already filed and possible litigation. Kituo will also work
with the community in conducting intercommunity dialogue
forums in the target counties, conduct civic education to
educate members of the community on their rights and
means of agitating for those rights, by involving the County
land Boards conduct land mediation meetings between the
landowners and squatters to address emerging land conflicts
and advocate for redress of historical injustices through the
Coast Land Non-State Actors Network and the National
Land Commission during a roundtable meetings with the
community representatives who would air the community
grievances which will be tabled before the National Land
Commission.

IDI JUMA RECEIVES HIS DUES, THANKS TO KAMUKUNJI COMMUNITY
JUSTICE CENTRE
di Juma, was employed on 10th May, 2000 as a
I
company driver by Towfiq Distributors Limited and
on probation for six months. The appointment
KAMUKUNJI COMMUNITY JUSTICE CENTRE worked
letter stipulated that he could only be employed

Bringing Legal Empowerment Closer to the People

permanently and his salary reviewed after a probation
period of six Months. After the lapse of the period
NET
in the letter, he was later confirmed and permanently
employed. This he claimed was done without any
We care for Justice
problem and he continued to work upto 31st August
2014.
During this time he served the company with diligence and reliability thus ensuring smooth running of company
duties in his area of work and operations to the success and goals of the firm. There was no complaint against his
integrity during this time. His complaint is that on 31st August 2014, Towfiq Distributors Company terminated
his services on grounds that the Company was closing down and was not given the requisite notice or accorded
audience to defend himself as is required under the rules of natural justice.
The client states that during the period, he did not go on annual leave, and the company never remitted his NSSF
and NHIF contributions as the law stipulates. Prior to the said Termination, he sought help from office for a lasting
solution with his employer but in vain.
On September,9, 2014, he approached Kamukunji Community Justice Centre (KCJC) with his predicaments. He
was advised accordingly by the Coordinator of the centre. A demand letter was written to the Company asking the
management to pay Idi Juma, his dues owed. On receiving the demand letter from Kamukunji community Justice
Centre, the general manager called Mr. Idi Juma asking him to report to work on 11th September 2014. His dues
amounting Kshs. 350,467/- were dully paid. He has since been reinstated and still works with the company.
He is now a very happy man and thanked KITUO CHA SHERIA and Kamukunji Community Justice Centre for
the good work they do.

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES/EVENTS (APRIL - JUNE 2015)

1. Paralegal Trainings; Trainings and Community fora in Turkana and Training and Workshop for Remandees at Nairobi 		
Remand and Allocation Prison.
2. Breakfast Meeting and Workshop retreat with the Parliamentary Human Rights Committee and Civil Society to lobby
for Review of the National human Rights policies and develop complementary Sustainable Development Goals.
3. Legal Aid Clinic in Migori County – May
4. Hearing of Kitui taxation case- May
5. Legal Aid Clinic at Kituo Grounds on April 29, 2015.
6. Neighborhood conversations on devolution in Kwale and Lamu Counties under the CCIA Project - USAID.
7. Peace and Devolution Matatus in Kilifi, Mombasa and Kwale Counties under the Coast Conflict Intervention Project
supported by USAID from 4th- 3oth June.
8. Market Pep talks and Merry go rounds in Taita-Taveta and Lamu Counties under the CCIA Project - USAID.
9. Capacity building and Legal Aid Clinic in Lamu County under Human rights monitoring, documentation and reporting of LAPPSET
corridor supported by AJWS.
10. Legal Aid clinic under the Forced Migration Program in Changamwe and Kibokoni in Mombasa County respectively - UNCHR.
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Lack of organization of the residents in engagement
with the county governments
Another area of concern was the lack of organization of the
residents in terms of engagement and giving their views to
the county governments. This was particularly an issue in Taita
Taveta and Kilfi Counties. This necessitate the formation of
networks in Taita Taveta and Kilfi Counties similar to Kisauni
Constituency Development Initiative (a product of Kituo)
which will empower the residents in engaging with these
devolved units.
Land Reforms
The ongoing land reforms were also raised. Uncertainty on
the issue of squatters and transition from lease of land or
how land whose lease had expired and is to renewed or not
was raised. KCS highlighted this issue on detail. Chapter five
of the Constitution of Kenya 2010 which deals on land and
environment was highlighted to the participants. All the classes
of land were highlighted and how leases are applied for and
renewed was highlighted.
Among the successes realized were:
•		 Enhanced awareness on devolution.
•		

Community members’
participation.

capacity

built

on

public

•		

Areas for future engagement of KCS and USAID were
identified.

•		

Enhanced visibility of Kituo and USAID.

The was a challenge of Lack of clear policies on public
participation by county governments.
The following recommendations were made:
•		 There is need to organize the communities to effectively
engage with the county governments.
•		

There is need to further empower communities on the
budget cycle and general citizen participation.

•		

Advocacy for enactment of public participation bills is
necessary in all counties.

Annette Mbogoh of Kituo Cha Sheria during one of the sessions
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ISSUE ANALYSIS
The community mobile devolution cinema for Ziwa La
Ng’ombe was a live skit performed by the Dream Achievers
Youth. After this, participants were asked to highlight what
they had gathered from the skit. Their responses were mainly
on issues of land with some concerns on devolution.
The Kaloleni community mobile devolution cinema also
involved a live skit, while a recorded version was aired to
participants in Mwatate area of Taita Taveta County. Generally,
the issues that came up are highlighted below.
Poor public participation
Participants expressed concern that public participation
levels were low on all county programmes. These were from
development plans, bills to the budget process. This was
occasioned by poor communication of the process by the
county governments to the public. Where the public is invited
to forums for giving out views, these were seldom put into
consideration when the final versions of plans, budgets and
bills are rolled out. In other words, the foras were organized
to fulfill constitutional requirements for public participation
but not in the spirit of ensuring views of the public are
incorporated. Instances where goons were hired to intimidate
the public from giving their views were reported in Kilifi
county.

Low levels of public awareness on the devolved functions
There were reported low levels of awareness by the public on
the roles that were devolved to the counties and those that are
the preserve of the national government. KCS took time to
highlight on this issue. There were instances where the public
blamed the county government of failure to assure residents
of security, which is the preserve of the national government.

LEGAL ADVICE CENTRE

ituo Cha Sheria (Kituo) conducted community mobile
devolution cinemas in Ziwa La Ng’ombe in Mombasa
County, Kaloleni in Kilifi County and Mwatate in Taita Taveta
County. Total of 168 participants comprising of 108 male and
66 female were reached. Out of these 76 were from Mombasa
County, 47 were from Kilifi County and 51 were from Taita
Taveta County. Matters of devolution were of a similar nature
in all these counties. However, the level of awareness of the
participants on the devolved government structure varied
from county to county. These issues are highlighted hereunder.
The most salient issue that arose and cut across all the counties
was public participation. In many instances, levels of public
participation were reported to be very low across all the
counties.
Functions devolved to counties was also another area with
lack of clarity. Participants showed lack of clear understanding
on what roles had been devolved to the counties and what
were still under the premise of the national government. Kituo
highlighted this to all participants by giving a breakdown of all
the functions at the two levels of government.
Corruption was also an issue that came out of every
county. Participants expressed fear that corruption would
affect service delivery and development if not nipped in the
bud. It was noted with concern that just like how functions
were devolved, corruption too was not spared and is the single
most important factor that would hinder development in the
counties.
Closely related to corruption is nepotism and ethnicity.
Employment was seen to be based on the tribe and who an
individual knows in the county administration. Things did not
end here as tender award was also affected.
Matters of land also came up. Kituo took participants
through the ongoing land reforms as stipulated in the
constitution. Classification of land, National Land Commission
and its County Land Management Boards, land management
and resolution of land conflicts were among the topics covered.
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COMMUNITY MOBILE DEVOLUTION CINEMA
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KITUO CONDUCTS MEDIATION OVER DISPUTED LAND IN TAVETA
KITUO CHA SHERIA
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n Taita Taveta county, Taveta Sub county to be specific
the government bought land formerly belonging to
Basil Criticos from National Bank of Kenya, after Mr.
Criticos failed to service a loan facility he had taken
from the Bank. The over 12,000 acres (Taveta Settlement
Scheme) of land was to be distributed to squatters and
other landless people in the area to mitigate the squatter
problem. However, soon after in 2008 accusations and
counter accusations of selective resettlement by the local
administration. The community accused politicians and
the administration of leaving out genuine squatters while
giving land to the rich and powerful.
The squatters went to court while the administration
maintained that the process was above board; and that
all genuine squatters were settled. Tension slowly built in
the area with clashes reported in areas like riatta among
others. As the case is proceeding in the high court in
Nairobi, the administration has been arresting and
charging the squatters on an array of accusations, from
criminal trespass to unlawful assembly. Demonstrations

by the community have been held; the height was
which the squatters camped outside the deputy county
commissioner’s office for two days. It has reached a point
where the community and the government officials in
the area don’t see eye to eye.
Kituo Cha Sheria (KITUO), therefore conducted
a mediation session between the squatters and the
government; Deputy County Commissioner, ministry
of lands, religious leaders, and chiefs from the area.
Both parties maintained their hard line stance to their
position and agreed that the court cases will proceed to
their logical conclusion. However, worth noting is that
previous attempts to bring the two parties on a round
table to discuss this had failed and this was the first time
EVER that the parties sat down to discuss the Taveta
settlement scheme issue which in itself is a first step
towards any future ADR interventions on the matters
at hand.

Kituo Volunteer Advocate Mwinzi during the mediation exercise in Taveta
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DEVOLUTION NEIGHBORHOOD CONVERSATIONS IN MOMBASA, KILIFI
AND TAITA-TAVETA COUNTIES

K

ituo Cha Sheria conducted 7 neighborhood
conversations under the CCIA project. The aim
of the conversations was to assess the understanding of
devolution by the community, he progress so far in terms
of success and challenges and inform the community
and demystify any myths and misconceptions about
devolution.
A total of 107 people participated in the activity. In
Mombasa County attendance was a follows: Changamwe
Constituency - Magongo kwa Hola ward total 16: 7 male
and 9 female, in Kisauni Constituency, Mtopanga ward
total 13: 7 male and 6 female, Nyali Constituency - Frere
town ward had 15: 9 male, 6 female. In Kilifi County
we were in Malindi constituency- Central ward a total of
4female and 14 male and in Kaloleni Constituency had
a total of 15: 10 male, 5 female. In Taita Taveta area, 31
community members benefited from the conversations
with 13 being female while 18 being male. These were
drawn from Mata and Mboghoni wards. These were
facilitated by the community facilitators from the area
who had been recently trained by Kituo.

Poor leadership was a concern to most of the
participants. It was in this line that the performance
of the Counties as per the World Bank Group
Report on County Development was raised.
Mombasa County bore the brunt for being rated last
of the 47 Counties. Kituo was then able to highlight
that Kenyan Counties are unique when it comes
to disparities which existed amongst them before
devolution. There are some misgivings in the report
however that does not exclude the corruption, lack
of priorities, waste and theft that is part of what
precipitates the end result of development.

•

The role of the County Assembly in oversight of the
County Executive was highly debated as it emerged
that corruption and party politics thrives amongst
the leaders leading to failure of effectively carrying
out this role.

•

On citizen participation there were many complaints
as regards how the process is conducted. The timely
access of information is missing as for instance the
County budget estimates in most areas were shared
on the same date, the participants in attendance had
no clue of how to interrogate it, the participants
expect monetary value for their time, the County
officials coming late to such engagements, the
processes being conducted for a limited amount
of time and lack of know how if their views are
incorporated- no follow up.

•

The role of the Senators and Women Representative
was highly criticized as inefficient and a waste of task
payers money. Most of the community members
felt that these seats ought to be scrapped off.

Participants during one of the Conversations in Taveta
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The emerging issues that cut across from the engagements
include the following:
• The levels of understanding of the concept of
devolution is still wanting as only about 30% could
describe with certainty what it entailed. Another
30% confused federalism commonly known as
“majimboism” with devolved governance. About
50% did not know the roles and duties of the County
leadership ranging from the County Executive and
County assembly.

•
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MOOT COURT COMPETITION - REFUGEE RIGHTS
KITUO CHA SHERIA
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Participants during the Moot Court Competition

K

ituo Cha Sheria together with other stakeholders
conducted the third All Kenyan Moot Court
Competition (AKMCC) on Friday, 20 and Saturday, 21
February, 2015. The moot court competitions are law
competitions that are based on various themes in law held
at university level.
Kituo Cha Sheria this year participated in the setting
of the compromis’ (questions) which was based on the
Refugee Law. The theme of the year was ‘The place of
refugee rights in the face of national security threats’.
All the teams present submitted their memorials, a written
submission by both parties that is the applicants and the
respondents before a panel of judges.
The team that grabbed an award for the best memorial
for the applicants was Kabarak University while the best
memorial for the respondents was Strathmore University.
The students from various universities also presented
their research papers which focused on the theme where
Moi University produced the best research paper.
The moot court competition which was officially
opened by Professor Yash Pal Ghai was attended to by
ten universities with 6 students representatives from

each of the universities and lecturers of which 6 of
the Universities namely; Strathmore University, Riara
University, Moi University, Kenyatta University and
Mount Kenya University made it to the semi-finals.
Strathmore University and Kenyatta University qualified
for the final stage of the competition where Strathmore
University carried the day.
Kituo cha Sheria had two judges on the panel up to
semi-final level. The judges were Masai Mutune and Julie
Matoke, staff from Kituo Cha Sheria. In the finals Kituo
cha Sheria was represented by Bemih Kanyonge, Visram
J, representatives from Refugee Consortium of Kenya.
Professor Yash Pal Ghai assisted by Honorable Alnasir
Visram, the presiding judge issued awards to various
Universities who performed exemplary in various
categories.
Among other stakeholders present were UNHCR, RCK,
DRC, KHRC, Kenya Law, Transparency International
Kenya, Kaplan & Stratton Advocates, Anjarwalla &
Khanna Advocates. The stakeholders unanimously agreed
to continue supporting the AKMCC in the coming years.
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